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URBAN INNOVATION ACROSS
THE GREATER BAY AREA
The GreaterBayX Urban Summit represents the grand finale of the
GreaterBayX Scalerator program anchored by the theme of Mobility.
The integration of the Greater Bay Area started predominantly with various projects
facilitating fluid and faster mobility between the cities. The Hong Kong – Macau – Zhuhai
bridge, the high-speed railway network, additional bridges, integrated metro lines between
cities like Guangzhou and Foshan, are just a few examples.
Mobility is also universal. The challenges are similar across the globe, investments are
enormous and in-efficiencies significant. Airbus and Boeing are flying in and out of China,
whilst high-speed trains manufactured in China are proliferating all over the world.
At this Urban Summit, we will explore opportunities for innovation, investment and crossborder business while highlighting the positive impact technology can bring to urban life.
This action-oriented gathering is featuring the eight world-class technology companies
selected after a long and rigorous process from Australia, China, India and Europe. Their
intention is to bring their market-proven mobility-related solutions to the region's
innovation ecosystem.
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From global best practices to local insights, innovative ideas to investible solutions, this
event also brings leaders of the region together to create real impact in the mobility
landscape through innovation.
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10 FACTS ABOUT THE GBA
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The population of the Greater
Bay Area is larger than of the
UK and twice that of Canada
The Greater Bay Area
occupies less than 1 percent
of China’s land area but
contributes 12 percent of GDP
Air freight traffic across the
GBA is greater than the
figures of the bay areas of San
Francisco, New York, and
Tokyo combined
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Three of the world’s top 10
container ports are in the
Greater Bay Area
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Hong Kong is about to become a
green bond hub for Mainland
issuers and global investors
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Hong Kong health care
professionals will provide
short-term services across
the border
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Macau, the world’s
entertainment hub, will
partner with Zhuhai to boost
tourism
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The provincial capital of
southern China, Guangzhou,
will become a transport hub
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Shenzhen’s share of R&D
investment is only matched by
South Korea and Israel
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Dongguan will develop as a
hub for the service industry
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THE GREATERBAYX
SCALERATOR
Organized by GreaterBayX, the Urban Summit is the
grand finale of the two-week scalerator roadshow into
China's Greater Bay Area.
GreaterBayX, a comprehensive cross-border innovation
and investment venture, is operated in partnership with
eight leading corporations -- Asiainfo, HYDATA, HSBC,
ITC, Microsoft, MTR, Siemens and TCL -- to drive urban
innovation into the region.
The GreaterBayX team and our corporate partners have
jointly sourced and selected eight growth-stage global
technology "scale-ups" as the finalists to enter the
GreaterBayX scalerator program. We call them Greater 8.

01 MOBILITY
02 INNOVATION
03 IMPACT
The Greater 8, chosen based on their technological
ingenuity as well as the sustainability and ethical impact
they have generated, are all globally relevant urban
innovators in their respective fields. With their diverse
and market proven solutions, they are poised to scale into
the region and bring positive impact to the urban
environment.
They are joined on stage by a diverse group of thoughtleaders and influencers to discuss business, investment
and growth opportunities across the Greater Bay Area.
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ABOUT CYBERPORT
The Urban Summit is co-hosted with
Cyberport, the largest innovative digital
community in the Hong Kong with over
1,400 start-ups and technology companies.

An innovative digital community

As one of the strategic partners to the
GreaterBayX program, Cyberport is
committed to fostering partnerships with
outstanding entrepreneurs and start-ups
expanding into the Greater Bay Area, and
boosting regional collaboration and crossborder talent development.
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THE SPEAKERS

This is not an event to simply hear about
the insights, challenges and opportunities
of cross-border innovation in urban
mobility. This is an event about taking
action, business solutions and social
impact. Our action-oriented panels include
government officials, business leaders and
industry influencers.

We bring the leaders of the region together
with some of the urban tech pioneers of
the world. The Under Secretary of the
HKSAR Government's Innovation &
Technology Bureau will share the stage
with an Australian shared mobility scale-up
founder to facilitate business. We organise
the Summit for this kind of discussions.
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THE SPEAKERS
Joe Bao
Vice President -- Greater China, Microsoft
Joe has 13+ year experiences in public
cloud, software sales, channel
management, product marketing and
business management in both the US and
the Greater China region.Joe has a strong
track record in identifying business and
product opportunities through
marketplace assessment of customer,
competition and change matrixes;
developing strategic marketing plans and
implementing an accountable execution
plan.

Wang Bin
CTO, HYDATA
Previously held senior position for SAP’s
global business. An expert in the global
pan-security and the artificial intelligence
sectors. An architectural designer for the
building of smart city at the national
level.Wang holds an MBA degree and a
master degree in computer information
and science. Wang has nearly 30 years
experience in the IT industry and data
application of public security domestically
and internationally.
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THE SPEAKERS
Jens-Peter Brauner
CEO, Siemens Mobility

Chee Sing Chan
Content Strategist, Edelman

Peter is an expert in the transportation
sector for 30 years. Having lived and
worked throughout Europe, America and
Asia, he became passionate about
diversity and leveraging cultural synergies
for the development of disruptive
innovations. As the CEO of Siemens
Mobility in Hong Kong, Peter is working
with his team and local partners to turn
Hong Kong into a smart city. Holding
patents by himself, he is always looking
for bright ideas and supports talents and
their visions. And still today he is dealing
with latest technologies and is using AI for
developing apps by himself, just for fun.

In his current role as Content Strategist,
Chee works with technology and
corporate client organizations in
developing content, communications
programs and events that engage and
influence key stakeholder groups, from
customers, to employees, media and
industry influencers. With three years at
Edelman, plus 12 years as a journalist and
group editor at Questex Asia covering
titles such as Computerworld, Networks
Asia and Enterprise Innovation, he has
over 15 years of technology and
communications experience.
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THE SPEAKERS
Eric Chan
Chief Public Mission Officer, Cyberport
Eric Chan is the Chief Public Mission
Officer of the Hong Kong Cyberport. Chan
is in charge of building the ecosystem of
nurturing start-ups from inspiring the
next generation, through nurturing the
entrepreneurial spirit, to empowering
global ambition, by providing
comprehensive entrepreneurship
programmes and early stage funding.

Joanna Cheung
Co-founder, GreaterBayX
Joanna, a Brown graduate, is founder of
TusMaker Global Network and Managing
Director of Tus- International (00872.HK),
GP of HBCC Investment, a Nomura alum.
Her focus and expertise is cross-border
investments and facilitating growth in
China. She co-founded GreaterBayX to
facilitate even more impact in the region
she strongly believes in.
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THE SPEAKERS
Duncan Chiu
Chief Representative, Hengqin
Economic & Trade Representative Office
Duncan is the President of the Hong Kong
Information Technology Joint Council
(HKITJC), the Chairman of Lai Yuen
Company Limited and the Managing
Director of Radiant Venture Capital
Limited. For the last 20 years, Duncan has
been actively engaged in the IT sector and
has invested in technology corporations
and start-ups in Greater China, North
America and Israel. In March of 2018,
Duncan was appointed as Chief
Representative of Hengqin Free Trade
Zone (Hong Kong) Representative Office.
Dr. David Chung
Under Secretary, Innovation & Technology
Bureau, HKSAR Government
David has nearly 30 years of experience in
IT strategic management and
entrepreneurship development, and
worked in several IT firms. He joined Hong
Kong Cyberport Management in March
2004 and was responsible for taking
forward Cyberport’s IT infrastructure and
incubation. He was CTO when he left
Cyberport in February 2016. Public service
positions held by David include Council
Member of the Hong Kong Computer
Society, venor of the IT Expert Advisory
Group of the Consumer Council, and
Member of the Hong Kong/Guangdong
Expert Committee on Cloud Computing
Services and Standards.
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THE SPEAKERS
Nigel Clarke
Chairman, Ultra-MTS

Lex Hartman
CEO, Ubitricity

Nigel Clarke runs Learned Lion Partners,
which invests in and advises projects in
business areas with strong public policy
influence, especially those developing
scientific ideas originating in
universities.He was an early investor, and
served as a non-executive director, of
ULTra Global, inventor and developer of
the Ultra Personal Rapid Transit (PRT)
system, as at Heathrow terminal 5. In 2016
he created Ultra – MTS Ltd to develop and
market Ultra PRT technology worldwide,
and serves as Executive Chairman; the
company now has a contract to deliver a
system for the new Chengdu-Tianfu
International Airport in Sichuan, China.

Lex became the CEO of ubitricity in May
2019. Prior to this, he had worked for the
Dutch-German transmission system
operator TenneT for 20 years. At TenneT,
the former lawyer was a member of the
Executive Board of TenneT Holding BV
from 2008 on. In 2010 he became the MD
of the German subsidiary TenneT TSO
GmbH. To this day, he holds supervisory
board positions in various companies. In
addition to his professional activities, he
gives keynotes and motivational lectures
for executives. His personal interests
focus on disruptive technological
developments and their impact on society.
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THE SPEAKERS
Jennifer Guan
Vice President, Hanshow
Jennifer is responsible for Hanshow’s
corporate finance, strategic collaboration,
and overseas market sales management.
Prior to joining Hanshow in 2017, she
worked at Oaklins HFG China as senior
partner and manager in DHL. Her main
career focuses on Sino-Europe/US
transactions, with a strong emphasis on
cross-border M&A and Corporate Finance.
Jennifer has about 10 years experience in
corporate finance and cross-border M&A
businesses. Jennifer graduated from
NanKai University and holds a JD and a
LLM in law.

Dr. Meikei Ieong
CEO, United Microelectronics Hong Kong
Meikei received his PhD degree in
Electrical and Computer Engineering from
University of Massachusetts, Amherst and
MBA degree from the MIT Sloan Fellows
Program at MIT School of Management. He
is currently the Chief Executive Officer of
United Microelectronics Centre Hong Kong
Limited, focused on research in artificial
Intelligence Chips & Systems and 5G
applications.
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THE SPEAKERS
Jerry Li
Deputy Director -- Strategy, Innovation &
Technology, MTR Corp
Based in Hong Kong, Jerry is responsible
for three functional areas: development
and execution monitoring of MTR’s
corporate strategy, development and
delivery of corporate-level innovation
programs, and management of information
technology services.Jerry is a senior deputy
steward in the World Economic Forum’s
Shaping the Future of Mobility system
initiative. Prior to joining the MTR, he was a
managing director at Accenture, with
leadership roles across numerous
practices, including consulting, technology,
digital and operations in the Asia Pacific
region.

Johney Lu
Head of Business Development, Prophesee
Experienced leader in the areas of
machine learning, AI, automotive
technology,IOT, Industrial Automation
and Mobile phone industries.Johney has
years of experience working for General
Electric company, Verizon Inc and
Western Digital corp in the function of
strategy, investment and business
development. Johney has also led business
development for silicon valley based
technology startup.
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THE SPEAKERS
Pekka Möttö
CEO, Kyyti
Pekka has decades of experience as a public
transport operator in Finland. His previous
company OnniBus.com disrupted the
Finnish intercity bus and rail market. He
introduced digital sales channels and
dynamically priced business model to the
Finnish intercity business in 2012 gaining
dominating market share in Finland in a few
years time. Since 2016 he has been the CEO
of Kyyti Group, providing white label MaaS
platform globally.

Kevin Orr
CEO, Liftango
Kevin Orr is the CEO of Liftango, a
growing shared mobility tech start-up
active in the APAC and North American
region. Kevin is a passionate visionary for
how our public transport can be improved
and reimagined to avert future
“carmageddon.” He started Liftango in
2015 with a simple goal to reduce the
number of cars on the road, and has now
built Liftango into one of the leading
shared mobility startups. Prior to Liftango,
Kevin served as a business intelligence
manager for a $10B investment fund, after
completing Mathematics and Geographic
Information System degrees.
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THE SPEAKERS
Sabine Reppert
CEO, DEON Digital Hong Kong
Sabine Reppert has over 20 years of
experience in delivering technology-driven
innovation for complex automation
systems. Since January 2019 Sabine is
leading the Hong Kong office of the Swiss
start-up Deon Digital. Sabine holds a
Master’s Degree in Mathematics from
Philipps University, Germany, and
specialised in software engineering and
cryptography. She also obtained a second
Master’s in Business Coaching and Change
Management from European University of
Applied Sciences in Germany and earned
the “Disruptive Strategies” certificate from
HBX Harvard Business School.
Dr. KF Tsang
Vice President, Smart City Consortium
KF joined City Un (CityU) in 1988 and is
now an Associate Professor and also the
Director of Wireless Sustainability Center,
Department of Electronic Engineering,
City University of Hong Kong. KF has been
enjoying his teaching, research and
services at CityU. Besides, KF has been
working closely with the industry on IoT
development. His former work included
the design and development of a 3G data
decoder, strongly encrypted wireless links
for utilities, a portable GSM cellular
phone, mobile phone infrastructure,
wireless home/office automation system.
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THE SPEAKERS
Tony Verb
Co-founder, GreaterBayX
Tony is a serial entrepreneur, urban
innovator, venture capitalist and film
producer, based in Hong Kong.He’s the
founder of GreaterBay Ventures & Advisors,
an integrated investment and consulting
firm, specialised in cross-border innovation
and smart cities. Tony is committed to
accelerating the growth of technology
companies that positively impact
urbanisation under the thesis he coins as
“Urban Tech with Impact”. GreaterBayX is a
very clear manifestation of that thesis.
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THE GREATER 8

The Greater 8 refers to the eight mobility related
technology scale-ups that have been jointly sourced and
selected by the GreaterBayX team and our corporate
partners to enter the GreaterBayX Scalerator program
based on their technological ingenuity as well as
sustainability and ethical impact they have generated. We
are proud to have them with us in Hong Kong and the
Greater Bay.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2017
Deon Digital leverages more than 10 years of
academic research, a world-class R&D team and
the power of distributed ledger technology to turn
paper contracts into automatically managed digital
contracts in a decentralized business ecosystem.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2012
Hanshow is a global leader in developing and
manufacturing Smart Store Solutions. Its
intelligence-enabled platforms and systems are
the result of continuous innovation, delivering
customer-centric insights to help retailers tackle
operation woes. The company’s fully integrated
electronic shelf labels (ESL) system and OmniChannel Smart Store Solutions support
digitalization-of-store strategies while offer more
personalized and seamless consumer experiences.
Hanshow currently serves over 8,000 stores in
more than 40 countries and regions with more
than 30 million ESLs and Smart Store Solutions
installed.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2016
Kyyti -- “ride” in Finnish -- approaches
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) by bringing all modes
of transport into a unified mobility management
system with on-demand capabilities. Kyyti’s MaaS
solution provides not only an eco-friendly
alternative to get users from door to door, but also
a tool for agencies and authorities to fill service
gaps, better match supply to demand and conduct
consumer response experiments.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2016
Liftango’s customized on-demand transport and
carpooling solution solves the problems of
overflowing carparks and empty buses. Its shared
mobility
technology not only enables cities, organizations
and institutions to increase
fleet use and help maximize existing parking
space, but also contributes to
sustainability initiatives and provide a way for
people within their trusted
networks to connect and save.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2014
Prophesee AI reveals the invisible to machines
with the world’s most advanced neuromorphic
vision technology. Designed to mimic the human
eye and brain, its event-based approach
to vision sensing and processing opens vast
new potential in areas such as mobile phones,
autonomous vehicles, industrial automation, IoT,
security and surveillance, and AR/VR. It also
improves safety, reliability efficiency and user
experiences across this broad range of use
models.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2008
Charging electric vehicles with energy from
renewable resources wherever they park – this
was the goal when Ubitricity was founded. With
their portfolio of Mobile Metering
solutions and affordable charging infrastructure,
the company has become one of the leading
providers of intelligent solutions for charging and
billing electric vehicles.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2017
Ultra-MTS offers a new and innovative on-demand
transit solution for urban connectivity. Its small,
driverless electric vehicles that run on guideways
and originally developed for London’s Heathrow
Airport have been given the mandate to expand on
a global basis. The lightweight and flexible nature
of the Ultra-MTS system enables its Ultra Pods to
be retrofitted into a broad range of environments
while offering personal transport with no waiting.
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THE GREATER 8

Founded in 2012
Xenon Automotive’s ClearQuote solution has
revolutionized the automotive lifecycle by
leveraging AI/computer vision technology to
assess car damages and then instantly generate
repair estimates based on images and videos
captured through regular smartphones. The
system has been used by the insurers to make
underwriting decisions, speed up claims process
as well as the mobility providers to remotely
monitor fleet condition and automate handovers
with the customers. Repair workshops use
ClearQuote to generate standardized repair
estimates offering transparency to their
customers.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS
Founded in 1993, AsiaInfo builds products,
services, operations and integration
capabilities to provide telecom operators
and other large enterprises with software
products and related services for business
transformation and digitalization.

HSBC’s four global businesses serve more
than 40 million customers worldwide, and
its unparalleled international network links
developed and emerging markets, and
spans the world’s largest and fastestgrowing trade corridors. HSBC has been
making substantial investments in its digital
and technology platforms to enhance the
way it serves its customers.

Headquartered
in
Beijing,
HYDATA
specializes in applying AI and Visual
Analytics to various scenarios and assists
its customers in making informed business
decisions. The company’s core business
focuses on four major industries: public
security, future transportation, digital cities
construction, and risk management.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS
ITC Properties Group Limited is a Hong
Kong-based company with its shares listed
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. ITC
Properties is principally engaged in
property development and investment in
Macao, Hong Kong, the PRC, Canada, and
the United Kingdoms, development,
investment, and operations of hotels and
leisure businesses in mainland China, Hong
Kong, and Canada, securities investments,
and provision of loan financing services.

Microsoft enables digital transformation for
the era of an intelligent cloud and an
intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower
every person and every organization on the
planet to achieve more.
One Commercial Partner is responsible for
managing Microsoft's commercial partners
as well as leading initiatives and programs
globally that enable partners to build IP,
services, and profitable businesses, and to
deliver solutions that empower customers
to digitally transform their companies and
realize greater business value through the
use of technology.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS
MTR Corporation is regarded as one of the
world's leading railway operators for safety,
reliability, customer service, and cost
efficiency. Having commenced railway
service in Hong Kong in 1979, the
Corporation has since expanded into
Mainland China, Macao, and taken on a
range of railway-related projects and
operations internationally.
The Strategy, Innovation and Technology
Division oversees the formulation and
implementation of corporate strategies,
and
spearheads
innovation
and
digitalization initiatives and the adoption of
technology in the Corporation to meet
business needs and the rapidly changing
environment.

Siemens is a global technology powerhouse
that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation,
quality,
reliability
and
internationality for more than 170 years.
Siemens Mobility is a leading supplier of
smart mobility solutions for rail and road
transport. Siemens is shaping the world
market for passenger and freight services.
In 1911, Siemens opened its first sales office
in Hong Kong. Since then, the company has
committed to being a trusted technology
partner and providing innovative solutions
in Hong Kong and Macao.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS
Founded in 1981, TCL is a world-leading TV
brand and the second largest TV
manufacturer in the world. TCL has seven
industry sectors, four listed companies, and
operates in 160 countries and regions in
the world. Its products include TV, display
panels, and other electronics like mobile
phones and headphones. The company
controls the entire production process and
is vertically integrated, which means it can
deliver the latest TV technology and
innovation needs in these fields. It has 35
research centers around the world,
including a joint venture lab with MIT in
Boston.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS
Founded in 2015, Autonomy & The Urban
Mobility Summit annually brings together
8,000 visitors from all over the world to
Paris to discuss mobility challenges and
solutions.
Its goal is to support the
transition to intelligent and sustainable
mobility by creating bridges between
innovative companies that create mobility
solutions
adapted
to
contemporary
challenges, and institutional and private
decision-makers who are able to adopt and
implement these solutions.

Ovolo Hotels is an independent hospitality
company, headquartered in Hong Kong,
that own and operate a collection of
individually designed lifestyle hotels and
serviced apartments. The company keeps
in touch with the modern traveller through
award-winning interiors, detail-driven
comforts, focused all-inclusive services and
cutting-edge en-suite technology, all done
in signature style.
Founded by Girish Jhunjhnuwala in 2002,
Ovolo now runs four hotels in Hong Kong
and six hotels in Australia.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Edelman is a global communications firm
that partners with businesses and
organizations to evolve, promote, and
protect their brands and reputations. The
company has 6,000 people in more than 60
offices, and they are betting significantly on
the Greater Bay Area, opening offices and
developing deep expertise to help local and
foreign firms in their cross-border
businesses.

Elevating Hong Kong into a regional hub for
innovation and technology development
has been the vision of Hong Kong Science &
Technology Parks since its inception in
2002. Throughout the years, HKSTP has
cultivated a fertile ground for an innovation
and technology ecosystem to thrive and
will continue to evolve its services to help
innovators stand amongst the world’s best.
HKSTP channels supportive initiatives and
resources to five major technologies
clusters – biomedical, electronics, green,
information and communication, and
material and precision engineering. The
technology clusters contribute to devising
innovative solutions for three platforms in
focus – smart city, healthy aging, and
robotics.
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THE GREATERBAYX PLATFORM

GreaterBayX specializes in cross-border
venture development in the Greater Bay
Area and it is a joint venture between
GreaterBay Ventures & Advisors and TGN
Global.

GreaterBay Ventures & Advisors
specializes in technology and innovation
that positively impact urbanization. It
focuses on cross-border ventures between
Asia and Europe.
TusMaker Global Network (TGN) is an
international entrepreneurial innovation
and investment service platform,
associated with Tsinghua University,
China's MIT and one of the Top 20
universities in the world.

GreaterBayX

Thank you for being part of our journey
and look forward to our future
collaboration!
TeamX
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